' A GENERATION OF GOOD FATHERS5
problems in judging between our economic system and the
Russian is whether the motive power that drives Stukater
is enough for the average man; whether personal satisfaction,
pride In achievement, and perhaps social respect are suffi-
cient to stimulate initiative and hard work in the individual.
Stukater was working as hard as any man could. I did
visit him once after midnight to have tea with him as he
had suggested. Towards two in the morning I saw him
getting restive and took my leave, apologizing for having
kept him awake so long. 'Not at all5, he said. 'It's only
that I want to put in an extra hour to-night to get through
some papers so that ail will be ready by the time my staff
come to the office to-morrow morning.5
Another time I put to him my reflections about the
psychological factor as a driving force in economics. 'Well',
he said, "you are right In pointing out that I, and not only
I but almost everyone of this present generation in Russia,
sows more than we will ever harvest in our own lifetime.
But we know that our children will be much richer for it.
You cannot measure the lucrativeness of any of our present
enterprises within one generation. They are too big to pay
within such a short period. That Is why they could never
be completed by private business., which Invests only for
short-time yields nowadays. We are really nothing but a
generation of good fathers. My father would have done the
same if he could. But, in his time, the result of hard work
stood on a much more precarious basis than ours. He was
a teacher of Hebrew in a Jewish school In Vilna; he fled
from one pogrom to another. I remember them all, Kishi-
nev, Odessa. He finished up as a small grocer in Rostov
and died of a stroke because he had overworked himself to
keep us decently. I have no worries. My work Is invested
in the whole nation. And I will never have sleepless nights
fearing for my savings.*
A day before I left Igarka I wanted to go and say good-bye
to Stukater. £He is very ill5, his secretary told me. 'No
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